
Satellite internet
If you need 100% internet coverage even in the most remote and sparsely
populated areas, then Neterra satellite internet is your solution. 

You get access to the Internet even in places where there is no terrestrial
infrastructure, and mobile internet is slow and unstable. With Neterra you can 
stop and renew the service when you need it. 

► If your business requires a higher priority 
of traffic, you can take advantage of a Pro 
subscription with a quota of gigabytes at the 
maximum possible speed. 

► After it is exhausted, the access speed is 
reduced to a maximum achievable speed 
from 256 Kbps to 3000 Kbps depending on the 
package. 

FOR BUSINESS

► If you need Internet for home use, Home 
Unlimited subscriptions have a quota of

 gigabytes with priority access. 
► Once you run out of your gigabyte quota, your 

access speed is not limited to specific bitrate. 
Only the priority of your traffic decreases.

FOR HOME USE

Neterra offers a wide variety of packages in two directions: 

Not charged

Between 11 pm and 7 am the traffic is not reported. Your internet consumption in this time zone does 
not reduce your gigabytes with high priority.

Necessary equipment 

The standard set of equipment costs BGN 775 without VAT or BGN 930 with VAT. You can also buy it on 
lease for 1 year. 
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Offers for
home internet and 
for business 

Standard Pro Subscriptions 

BUSINESS INTERNET

S-pro M-pro

Maximum download speed, Mbps 
Maximum upload speed, Mbps 
GB with priority access 
Monthly fee (excl. VAT) 
Monthly fee (incl. VAT) 
One-time activation fee (excl. VAT) 
One-time activation fee (incl. VAT) 

Maximum download speed, Mbps 
Maximum upload speed, Mbps 
Monthly data volume at max. speed, GB 
Maximum NPT Kbps: download/upload 
Monthly fee (excl. VAT) 
Monthly fee (incl. VAT) 
One-time activation fee (excl. VAT) 
One-time activation fee (incl. VAT) 

► 30 Mbps 
► 3 Mbps 
► 25 GB 
► BGN 99,17
► BGN 119 
► BGN 50 
► BGN60 

► 30 Mbps 
► 6 Mbps 
► 10 GB  
► 512 / 512 Kbps 
► BGN 55 
► BGN 66 
► BGN 50
► BGN 60 

► 40 Mbps 
► 6 Mbps 
► 70 GB 
► BGN 129,17 
► BGN 155 
► BGN 50 
► BGN 60  

► 30 Mbps 
► 6 Mbps 
► 25 GB 
► 512 / 512 Kbps  
► BGN 95 
► BGN 114 
► BGN 50 
► BGN 60 

Home Unlimited Subscriptions

HOME INTERNET

M-home L-home

For more satellite internet offers from Neterra and additional information related to the packages, visit the 
website of Neterra - NETERRA.NET, section "Satellite services", or contact us at contact@neterra.net and
+359 2 975 16 16. 
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